Effect of surface binding on heterogeneous DNA melting equilibria: a Monte Carlo simulation study.
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) microarrays are constructed with a surface-immobilized single-stranded probe sequence that hydrogen bonds with its complementary target strand from solution and is subsequently detected, making their hybridization equilibrium of central importance. Unexpectedly, the effect of surface immobilization is that if the sequences of probe and target are exchanged, the hybridization equilibrium shifts. Here, configurational-bias Monte Carlo simulations using a coarse-grained model for DNA were carried out for an undecamer double helix both in solution and bound to a surface to determine dissociation equilibria. Four possible surface binding orientations were independently investigated. Analysis shows that the effect of surface binding is to destabilize hydrogen-bonding interactions of bases proximal to the binding site and enhance those of distal bases due to the double helix lying flat on the surface. Results have implications for predicting surface-bound DNA hybridization equilibria.